**eDemand Clinical Documentation**

Trusted by the largest hospitals in America since 2002, PDS delivers an electronic system for on-demand chart production forms and form packs for clinicians and nursing. PDS eDemand automates the retrieval, labeling and positive patient identification of clinical documentation while removing the risk of out-of-date forms, and multiple versions out-of-compliance. Forms committees, HIM, and Risk Management find the service particularly helpful because of our forms practice delivery method.

**Key Elements of the Solution:**
- Intranet-based forms menu – designed with nursing in mind
- Order sets, procedure packs – single selection, with or without demographics
- Chart production – forms are created with embedded labels – no more stickers
- Forms management process – edits, new forms, translation services included and provided with SLAs
- Form cataloging – dashboard with form name, version, and preview capability
- EMR compatible – formatting and layout can be predetermined and tested

**Downtime System Functionality**

Delivering superior solutions for healthcare extends beyond the normal parameters of environmental assumptions. The PDS eDemand solution offers multiple layers of disaster recovery to ensure compliant delivery of patient care in the most adverse conditions.

**Benefits**
- Eliminates preprint soft cost, waste and label application
- Drives standardization
- Version control
- Form template standardization
- Transparent to current HIS/clinical system
- Multiple language support
- Downtime process
- Provides continued HIPAA and joint commission compliance
- Can produce multiple barcode formats
- Enhances workflow
- Instantaneous updates
- Electronic patient record index and management
The PDS Difference
PAY FOR PERFORMANCE – The PDS service delivery model requires consistent delivery of high quality service over the life of the engagement. Unlike typical software acquisitions in which you are tied to your decision regardless of the overall results, our managed services model minimizes the risk exposure associated with large capital purchases. We work with organizations to gain user acceptance by providing ongoing product support for one single monthly payment. PDS’ interest is aligned with our clients to maximize user acceptance. We achieve this through providing superior customer service each and every month.

About the Company
Precision Document Solutions, Inc., established in 1996, provides document workflow and print management solutions to healthcare providers throughout the United States. A number of the largest providers have benefited from our solutions and consider PDS to be a valued partner. PDS’ solutions and managed services deliver e-forms automation, paperless registration with digital signature capture, clinical documentation and physician order management to provide streamlined workflow, joint commission and HIPAA compliance, and patient safety.

Print Management and eSolutions Suite from Precision Document Solutions

eAdmit
eAdmit achieves typical cost savings of up to 50 percent per admission and cuts admission time dramatically. The system is programmed to match forms printed with your patient classification criteria. All forms are pre-populated with patient demographics and labels. We provide servers compatible with your HIS system and a downtime interface that allows fully compliant admissions, even during an HIS outage.

pScript
pScript provides order automation from the hospital nursing units and service areas to the pharmacy as a downtime option to CPOE or replacement of fax orders. Pharmacy and nursing communication increases and real-time order status minimizes calling and confusion with the interface to the patient record and order entry systems deployed in the hospitals.

Medicare Assessments
Hospitals can lose up to 50 percent of Medicare revenues due to noncompliance. Precision eliminates these concerns by building compliance requirements right into the system.

Professional Services
Engage PDS for a document workflow assessment or technology feasibility in areas of Patient Access, Central Scheduling, Clinical Documentation, HIM records management – EHR readiness, pharmacy order workflow, and fax management.

eSolutions
Precision’s complete suite of eSolutions can automate your entire organization assuring compliance and cost savings of 30 to 55 percent. Eliminate costly preprinted paper forms:
• 100 percent compliance
• No obsolete forms
• No upfront capital expenditures
• No hidden costs or fees
• We handle maintenance, service, updates and help calls

pFax
pFax automates inbound and outbound enterprise fax operations in the areas of central scheduling, clinical reporting, and HIM records requests. pFax takes intelligent fax services to the next level of professionalism for the hospital to promote physician satisfaction, paper reduction, and fax routing and reporting functionality.

Print Management
Businesses spend between 1 and 3 percent of total revenue on printing. With PDS managed print solutions, we consolidate all operational costs including supplies, maintenance, parts and labor to help you save. Our goal is to help you best leverage your current printing fleet. There are no lease payments and no surprises. We manage and we measure, and give you the data necessary to make informed decisions that lead to savings. There’s no upfront capital expenditure. Your cost is based solely on the number of pages you print.